How Can We Help?

01 | ENGINEERING + DESIGN

Have an idea that needs to be brought to life?
Having decades of design experience, we provide you with a team of highly-skilled engineers who have built numerous defense-related technologies.

“From land to sea and air, our team of engineers and partners are highly skilled and ready to tackle the most challenging and technical requirements.” - Ray Rose, CEO

02 | MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS

Have an impossible deadline that needs dire attention to complete a project on schedule?
With our AS9100 registered facilities (+50k sq-ft.), we are able to accommodate anywhere from rapid prototyping to full rate production and integration. With these capabilities we currently support a broad range of electromechanical defense-related equipment + systems.

The culture starts the moment you step through our doors.

We are a friendly American business, fulfilling unique needs in our market.

We take pride in our country and in our work, every day.”
- Ray Rose, CEO

03 | SPECIALIZED SERVICES

Struggling to fill a unique technical or skilled position?
Our support team fills various gaps within our clients’ and partners’ needs for government and various DoD entities, as well as many prime contractors. Some of the specialty positions include:

➔ UAV Flight Teams
➔ IT Professionals
➔ Materials Engineers + Scientists
➔ On-site Manufacturing + Design Services

04 | TO-MARKET PARTNERSHIPS

Need help getting government contracts?
Combining our numerous strategic partnerships and decades of defense-related contracts we are able to expand your exposure within the defense community.

WHY DO WE HELP?
As a strategic partner, we help network your company and technology to bring you opportunities as we grow together.

Contact Compass Today
GetStarted@Compass-Sys-Inc.com
www.Compass-Sys-Inc.com